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Tour Recommendations 
 

Toro Verde Adventure Park 
Orocovis, Puerto Rico 

 
ToroVerde is the largest adventure park in the Caribbean and Americas where you can enjoy 
our beautiful landscapes that will leave you breathless, with a spectacular view of the mountains 
of Orocovis and spend time experiencing the most exciting tours full of adrenaline to enjoy with 
friends and family. 
 

La Parguera Bioluminescent Bay 
Lajas, Puerto Rico 
 
Tour to explore the La Parguera Bioluminescent Bay located in the town of Lajas, Puerto Rico. 
 

El Yunque National Forest 
Río Grande, Puerto Rico 
 
The El Yunque National Forest is the only tropical rainforest in the national forest system. At 
nearly 29,000 acres, it is one of the smallest in size, yet one of the most biologically diverse. 
Come experience the breathtaking scenery, clear mountain rivers, and outdoor recreation 
opportunities year round. 
 

El Cañón De San Cristóbal 
Barranquitas, Puerto Rico 
 
One of the most spectacular landscapes of Puerto Rico, sculpted in solid rock during millions of 
years. Waterfalls still fall to the depths of the Cañón San Cristóbal. Watch it from the top of the 
walls of up to 740 feet deep while you enjoy of the weather and wildlife of the forest areas that 
surround you. Enjoy its history and learn about its nature. Come and see. Note: This tour does 
not go down to the interior of the canyon. 
 

El Cañón De San Cristóbal 
Barranquitas, Puerto Rico 
 
Visit one of the most important geological formations of Puerto Rico and the Caribbean: the 
Cañón de San Cristóbal. This protected natural area has impressive landscapes and a great 
biodiversity. In this guided tour, you will walk to various viewpoints from where some of the most 
imposing formations and cascades of the canyon can be appreciated. Likewise, you will learn 
details about the fauna and flora species that inhabit it, about its history and conservation. 
 

Cabezas De San Juan 
Fajardo, Puerto Rico 
 
Contemplate one of the most impressive landscapes of Puerto Rico in a guided tour through the 
Natural Reserve Cabezas de San Juan. Learn about the dry forest, marine grasslands and 
different types of beaches. Walk along a boardwalk among mangroves until arriving at the 
Laguna Grande de Fajardo (Bioluminescent Lagoon). 

https://www.toroverdepr.com/
https://lapargueralajas.com/
https://www.fs.usda.gov/elyunque
https://reservaciones.paralanaturaleza.org/event/a053p00000P6qZCAAZ
https://reservaciones.paralanaturaleza.org/event/a053p00000P6qZHAAZ
https://reservaciones.paralanaturaleza.org/event/a053p00000P6qZHAAZ
https://reservaciones.paralanaturaleza.org/event/a053p00000P6pfSAAR
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Hacienda La Esperanza 
Manatí, Puerto Rico 

 
In the middle of the immense coastal valley of Río Grande of Manatí existed one of the most 
important sugar farms of the 19th century. Venture out to know their carefully rehabilitated 
structures, that hosts this natural reserve and discover how its history is linked to the nature of 
this important river. In the tour we walk through the historic campus of Hacienda La Esperanza 
to learn the history of its structures and take a vehicle that will drive us through different areas of 
the reserve to observe the components of the landscape, vegetation and wildlife of the place. 
 

Toro Negro State Forest 
Orocovis, Puerto Rico 

 
Visit one of the 21 public forests of Puerto Rico, which is subdivided in seven segments across 
the municipalities of Orocovis, Jayuya, Ponce, Juana Díaz and Ciales. The forest hosts 9 rivers 
and a great diversity of flora and fauna. Enjoy its different attractions and facilities, including a 
trail system, an observation tower and natural water pool, among others. 
 

Puerto Rico Helitours 
San Juan, Puerto Rico 

Select from different helicopter tours to explore Old San Juan, Isla Verde or the mountain region 

of Puerto Rico. 

 

For more information, please contact: 

Rosenid Vega Colón 
NSF Project Manager 

Inter American University of Puerto Rico 
Barranquitas Campus 

+1-787-857-3600 ext. #2096 
rosenidvega@br.inter.edu  

https://reservaciones.paralanaturaleza.org/event/a053p00000P6rtoAAB
https://puertoricohelitours.com/
mailto:rosenidvega@br.inter.edu

